
7 ELEVEN MARKETING MIX

Marketing Mix of 7-Eleven analyses the brand/company which covers 4Ps ( Product, Price, Place, Promotion) and
explains the 7-Eleven marketing strategy.

There are some consumers who are happy to pay a little bit more for convenience and speed of purchase,
however other budget-conscious consumers a more price sensitive. Let us start the 7-Eleven Marketing Mix:
Product: The product strategy and mix in 7-Eleven marketing strategy can be explained as follows: 7-Eleven is
a convenience store located worldwide. But for its privately labelled products like Slurpees, Big Gulp etc the
pricing is a bit higher. This means increasing the number of stores they have in existing markets and cities and
increasing the number of countries that they operate in. The marketing strategy in the United States is
innovative and unique. Slurping up engagement on social 7-Eleven's digital channels are prime points for data
acquisition, too, mainly through social listening. By Southland operated 60 Tote'm Stores in the Dallas-Fort
Worth area, triple the number operating when the company was founded 12 years earlier. This allows
7-Eleven to better identify which stores are performing well or if common problems are reoccurring. By mid
7-Eleven had recorded eight straight quarters of U. Having already gained the position as the U. Southland
began to use microwaves for fast-food sales and introduced self-service gasoline through its newly acquired
Pak-a-Sak stores. It advertises on various social media platforms with a focus on YouTube, Facebook and
Twitter due to the high monthly usage of these. Thompson recognized early on that consumers should receive
the same quality and service at every store. Place 7 Eleven sells its products through two marketing channels.
The Great Depression plunged Southland into bankruptcy in  Or, the company might see complaints about a
store having long lines or not offering a specific Slurpee flavor, she says, revealing ways that specific location
can improve. This ensures that products are always available to customers when needed. It also uses an
optional product pricing strategy for certain products, where it offers a price for the base product and separate
prices for the accessories that come along with it. If the brand detects that a rewards member recently visited a
store or called 7-Eleven, it can send that customer a push notification inviting them to fill out a brief survey
about their experience. Last year, for example, 7-Eleven learned that the red Sour Patch Kid was one of its
customers' favorite flavors among the top-selling candy. Join Thousands of Fellow Followers Login or register
now to gain instant access to the rest of this premium content! Since this is a service marketing brand, here are
the other three Ps to make it the 7Ps marketing mix of 7-eleven. Convenience stores served as sources for
supplementary shopping, for picking up daily-use items that had run out. Certainly in some countries,
7-Eleven has expanded into offerings of wine, beer, fuel, ATMs, coffee, donuts, pizza, sandwiches and so on.
However, it's not just the listening that's important from Gordon's perspective, it's also the responding. The
pole attracted so much attention that the employees suggested placing one at every Southland-owned retail ice
dock and naming the stores 'Tote'm Stores,' since the consumers toted away their purchases. Finally, social
media is used as a vehicle for co-creation and engagement. This is because it removes some element of direct
control of the day-to-day operation of each outlet and passes it to the franchisee. His son Jere W. So while
customers can get Slurpees at any 7-Eleven, the flavors of Slurpee may vary by location. The latter is itself a 
The debt load from a leveraged buyout led the company into bankruptcy by , which in turn led to a Japanese
corporation securing a majority stake in it during  This also presents an opportunity for cross- and up-sells.


